Driven by Quality Dedicated to You

ź Available in standard and heavy

duty weights
ź Expandable door frames to suit
the following widths:
830- 890mm (heavy duty only)
880-940mm
980 -1040mm
1100-1160mm (heavy duty only)
ź Standard frame height: 2075mm
(has the ability to be altered)
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ź Powder coated to stock grey as
ź
ź
ź
ź
ź

standard
CE marked/approved product
Reinforced panel for friction stay
or door closer
Easily removable threshold
2 anti-jemmy hinge bolt
15mm anti-jemmy lip to all edges
of door leaf
Fire rated option available
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STANDARD STEEL SECURITY DOOR
THE FRAME
ź
ź
ź
ź
ź
ź

4 x heavy duty lift-off hinges that offer security and easy installation
Expandable door frames to suit the following widths:
830-890mm, 880-940mm, 980-1040mm and 1100-1160mm
Full weather seal to all 4 sides of the frame
3 x xing points down each side of door frame for easy installation
Easy removable threshold
2mm thick pre-lacquered cold rolled steel frame

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
ź
ź
ź
ź
ź
ź
ź
ź
ź

Door Closers
Friction stays
Powder coating to an alternative colour
Letter box
Spy hole
Vision windows (various sizes)
Louvered panels (various sizes)
Digital Locking system
Upgraded security cylinder

DOOR LEAF
2 x 1 mm pre-lacquered cold rolled steel sheets
15mm anti-jemmy lip to all edges
Powder coated to stock grey as standard
50mm thick door leaf
ź 2 x steel strengthening structural supports running through the door
ź Filled with a bre glass/mineral wool material for insulation
ź
ź
ź

LOCKING SYSTEM
ź
ź
ź
ź

9 -12 point heavy duty locking system pre-installed into the door
2 x anti jemmy hinge bolts
Drill and impact proof locking system
Operated by a euro prole security cylinder
(cylinder can be upgraded to a higher spec security cylinder)
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